COOLWALL® and GENUINE TEX•COTE®-TRIM•COTE® COLORS

Ermine White  Pearly Gates  Bone  Light Coffee  Tarragon  * Bavarian Brown
Vanilla Ice  Golden Blond  Jasmine  Sunset Cloud  * Really Rust  * Burgundy Dash
Dune Beige  Dusty Coral  Fading Rose  Red Java  * Ripe Avocado  * Grenada
Airway  Alaska Jade  Blue Eyes  * Dark Sea  * Blue Shadow  * Ocean Blue
Alabaster  Pewter Cup  * Slate Gray  * Onyx Black  * Chocolate Chip  * Café Noir

All colors shown as a Semi-Gloss Finish. Satin Finish will affect color reproduction. See example here:

* Ocean Blue Semi Gloss  * Ocean Blue Satin

* These deep tones and accent colors are subject to a 20% up charge of the list price.

These sample reproductions are an approximation of color and do not denote the actual texture or sheen and vary according to material type and specific batch. Colors also vary depending on lighting conditions, substrate and exposure. When color matching is critical, an applied sample is required and all materials should be from the same batch. Special colors are subject to confirmation by Textured Coatings of America, Inc.